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Wolfpak is especially useful:

• if you have a large amount of text in a language using non-

western characters (too much to analyze in the available time 

frame with the resources at hand). 

• to guard against bias. Sometimes we can be biased and not 

even realize it; at such times the neural network program may 

discover patterns not previously considered. 

• to confirm researcher evaluation when working alone.

Note: Wölfpak is not “reading” any text. It is looking for patterns in the bit stream. 

The bit stream in this case is representing text but that need not be true. It is also 

important to remember that Wölfpak supplements, rather than substitutes, for 

human judgement. 

Overall research task:

We were interested in whether a document translated into 

multiple languages said the same thing in the same way in 

each language--and could our computer program detect any 

similarities and differences if they existed.

About the Software:

Wölfpak’s self-organizing artificial neural network can 

recognize patterns in text documents. In most respects it is like 

Catpac. The major change is that whereas Catpac can only 

consider text encoded in ASCII format, Wölfpak can process 

text in UNICODE format (UTF-8, etc).

Method:

We downloaded unicode text files available at: 

http://unicode.org/udhr/  These texts were initially evaluated by 

Wölfpak not using an exclude file (an exclude file is a list of 

words we do not wish the neural network to consider in 

analysis). Native language speakers were then consulted to 

assist with the creation of appropriate exclude files in Chinese, 

English, Farsi, Hindi, and Korean. Then the text was again 

evaluated using Wölfpak. This process was done repeatedly in 

many of the languages (Farsi being an exception as the native 

speaker became unavailable after initial exclude file creation).  

The Radial view output in each language was modified to 

allow better viewing of all clusters and labels. Final output was 

saved from the .wpak files as images and resized in Adobe 

Photoshop as necessary (GIMP is an open source program 

that may be substituted for photoshop if that is not available). 

Other programs may be used with the .wpak files after they 

are created; they are formatted as XML files.

Tentative Results:

Initial evaluation of the output does not suggest any clear 

finding--although some languages, for example Hindi, do 

seem to cluster differently. Whether this is due to the language 

use in some way or for some other reason, however, remains 

unclear at this time. It is now felt that the United Nations 

Human Rights Document is not ideal for this project--possibly 

because it is written formally, rather than in narrative format, 

and is fairly short. 

Future Directions:

Preliminary analysis has also been conducted using: 

newspaper articles and short stories in Chinese and English; 

a selection from the Bhagavad Gita in Hindi and English; a 

website available in both Korean and English. These 

documents appear to form more intelligible clusters than those 

generated in response to the United Nations Human Rights 

Document. 

In addition to considering the same document translated into 

different languages, preliminary analysis has also been 

conducted on short documents containing multiple languages 

within the same document using a single exclude file 

containing terms from both languages (specifically Korean & 

English and Hindi & English) . It appears that clusters are 

successfully generated for both languages in such 

circumstances.
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